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THE PARIS AGREEMENT

A GLOBAL COALITION OF COUNTRIES & INSTITUTIONS

KNOWLEDGE ENGAGEMENT & LEARNING

ACCELERATE IMPLEMENTATION AND INCREASE AMBITION FOR COLLECTIVE IMPACT GLOBALLY

FAST TRACKING CLIMATE ACTION AND DEVELOPMENT THROUGH COLLABORATION

NDC PARTNERSHIP
ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT

47 Countries
THREE PILLAR INTEGRATED APPROACH

1. Country Engagement
2. Knowledge and Learning
3. Finance
Focus of requests for support

Countries: Cote d’Ivoire, Kenya, Mali, Mozambique, Namibia, Rwanda, Seychelles, and Uganda.
Countries: Cote D’Ivoire, Kenya, Mali, Mozambique, Namibia, Rwanda, Seychelles, and Uganda.
1. **Strong legal frameworks, policy/strategies and Institutional frameworks**

- National climate change policies, DRM policies, Climate Change Laws, National green growth strategies with costed implementation plans,
- UNFCCC commitments: Most ambitious NDCs, Low Carbon development Strategies, NAP frameworks
- Institutional coordination structures – (vertical and horizontal)
- Deliberate sector focused low carbon transition strategies:
  - Renewable Energy (Morocco already reached 35% renewable energy and committed to 52% by 2030)
  - Forestry - REDD+,
  - Low carbon transport
  - Green urban options

### GAPs! (Country support needs)

- Updating /revising NDCs (most countries)
- Development of Climate Change Laws (in some countries)
- Development of Low Carbon Development Strategies
- NAP development and strengthening Adaptation component in the NDC
- Strengthening institutional coordination

(NDCs, SDGs, LEDS, NAP, GGDS, NDPs, SDPs REDD+, SPCRs, FIPs…etc)
2. Mainstreaming climate actions into national development agenda

- Integration of NDCs (mitigation, adaptation), SDGs into National Development Plans, Sectoral, and sub national

- Various national pilot projects (NAMAs and adaptation) are being implemented across sectors—Climate Smart Agriculture, REDD+, Renewable Energy, low carbon transport, Green Cities, Water Resources.

- Taking on more inclusive and broader participation in climate action discussions (Ministry of Finance, more sectors, gender aspects, non state actors, private sector etc)

GAPs! (Country support needs)

- Economic analysis and cost benefit analysis for low carbon options (Transport, Energy, Industry etc—risks and opportunities to inform decision makers

- Strengthening tools for mainstreaming NDCs, SDGs, Gender considerations into national sectors and sub national levels

- Scale up of successful projects

- Advancing research in climate adaptation
3. Development of national MRV systems for Mitigation and Adaptation

- Substantive support in sector focused MRVs and Data management (energy, Forestry-REDD+)
- Institutional capacity support

PROGRESS

GAPs! (Country support needs)

- GHG accounting across sectors and strengthening /establishing national inventory system for GHG emissions
- Quantifying Adaptation Cost across key sectors and setting baselines
- Sector modelling and developing ambition scenarios
- Development of national MRV system for mitigation and adaptation (tools)
PROGRESS

4. Innovative Financing mechanisms for climate change actions

- National Climate/ Environment/Sustainable Development/ Green Funds (Ethiopia, Rwanda, Namibia, Mozambique, Zimbabwe etc)
- Sector specific Funds (i.e. Tunisia’s Energy Transition Fund)
- Financing innovations like Green bonds (Morocco),
- Budget tracking systems and reporting
- Regional initiatives to enhance cooperation

GAPs! (Country support needs)

- Strengthen/establish diverse financing vehicles
- In country capacity enhancement on resource mobilization
- Scaling up National flagship fundable projects based on successful existing pilots
- Innovative financing solutions like Green bonds, Carbon pricing – carbon taxation systems, blended finance windows and de-risking mechanisms etc
- Peer to Peer exchanges for learning and share best practices
Thank You

For more information:

http://ndcpartnership.org/
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